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he IPhO is a competition that
in terms of a magic show has
three segments. The first part
is called “The Pledge.” All the
contestants had from the very first moment sworn to their very best in the
competition. But of course, you don’t
really know how they would do.

IPhO congratulated the contestants.

The second segment is called “The
Turn.” The ten hours of examinations
challenged the contestants’ resolve to
keep on trying to the very end. Now
you’re trying to peek into the secret (i.e.
the results), but you are prevented by the
layers of security to find out.

And it has passed. The suspense of
countless crushing hours has been lifted.
Contestants may hopefully assimilate with
this moment and look forward to what
lies beyond. May the end of the 42nd
IPhO mark the beginning of a long and
productive scientific life to you all.

The last event is called “The Prestige.”
The closing ceremony is where aspirations come into fruition. And then the
most eagerly awaited moment had begun.
All participants welcomed HRH Princess
Maha Chakri Sirindhorn who would preside over the closing ceremony.

— Nitchanun Tantapona, Kawin Liampisan,

Asst. Prof. Rathachat Mongkolnawin respectfully asked Her Royal Highness’ permission to announce the results of the
competition. Two hundred contestants
received the medals’ conferral from her
royal highness. The president of the university, followed by the president of

Every tale has an “ending” and every one
of those endings leads to a new beginning, so true tale actually never ends. July
17th denotes the closing ceremony of the
42nd International Physics Olympiad, and
also the starting point for the young protagonists of next generation.

Proudpisut Sang-ou-thai and Chompunut Ngampornpimon

Medalists (in alphabetical order)
Gold

Silver

Bronze
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Special awards
Suriname

TzuͲMingHsu

LanqingLi

Kaisarbek
Omirzakhov

ChewWei



AbantiBasak

Several special awards have been given to Tzu-Ming Hsu of Taiwan
for the best score in theory, experiment and overall; Lan Qing Li of
China and Kaisarbek Omirzakhov of Kazakhstan for the best score in
theory; Chew Wei of Malaysia for the most balanced score (given by
the European Physical Society); and Abanti Basak of Bangladesh for
the best new comer.

In Focus: Toey-Ngam beach

Syria

Taiwan

Tajikistan

Thailand

Turkmenistan

Vietnam

United Kingdom

Australia

Nigeria
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Geography of medals
Photographers

Fromlefttoright:AreeratPathomchaiwal,Worapoj
Nilapat,NirutSermsakjaroenchai,Mingkwan
Parnpracha,ThawanratApisampinvong,Sirapatch
SucharitkulandTithimananSrimongkon
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“LOVE = PHYSICS”

See you in Estonia 2012

